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Natural Capital Restoration - Two Pilot Studies



• Eurostat-funded project

• Work supported by NCC *

• Began 2016 – completed October 2017

• Two objectives:
1. Roadmap - re. register of Nat. Cap. , value lost 

over time and cost to restore
2. Two pilot studies – to show applications & issues

* ‘Restoration efforts, therefore, need to be sustained and underpinned 
by long term commitment’;   and 
‘An estimate of the potential restoration costs to maintain natural     

capital is essential and the committee is firmly of the view  
that this needs to be calculated as part of the      

national natural capital accounting framework.’   
(NCC, 2014; Helm, 2014)

Natural Capital Restoration Project



Restoration in an ecosystem context

Restoration: ‘the process of assisting the 
recovery of an ecosystem that has been 

degraded, damaged or destroyed’ 
(SER, 2004)

Restoration effects over time



Ecosystem condition- ecosystem services & 
restoration/maintenance/neglect

Ceteris paribus,  Condition (lhs) → Services (present) 
and, depending upon management (restoration/maintenance/neglect), 

→ Services (future) 

Key: Right-hand graph lines show ES flow following different starting condition 
categories from left-hand graph. RHS: Black curves/lines – business as 

usual (bau); thick dotted lines – restoration; fine dotted lines –
maintenance; grey curve – ES unsustainably extracted.
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Restoration in an ecosystem context -accounts

‣ ‘Actual’, ‘business as usual’ (bau) accounts 
with parallel

‣ ‘Hypothetical’, restoration-based accounts 
for comparison



Pilot study 1 – Exmoor Mires Partnership

• Aim: to restore degraded peatland and vegetation
• ES - GHG, water quality, flood prevention, biodiversity,

grazing, recreation 
• Since 2006    3000 ha. 



Pilot study 1 – Exmoor Mires Partnership

Gathered information to produce:
 Summary asset and risk register
 Ecosystem accounts
 Cost:Benefit analysis



Pilot Study 1 – EMP -Asset & Risk Register



Pilot study 1 – Exmoor Mires Partnership

B:C ratio: 8.9 (100 yrs); 12.2 (300 yrs)

Sensitivity:
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Pilot study 2 - Wicken Fen Vision 

•Aims: to encourage beneficial wildlife habitats, provide access 
(local involvement), influence policy. 

• ES – GHG, flood prevention, biodiversity, grazing, 
recreation, education

• Since 1999 5300 ha. vision 
(analysed 479 ha. of former cropland)



Gathered information to produce:

 Summary asset and risk register

 Ecosystem accounts

 Cost:Benefit analysis



Pilot Study 2 – Wicken Fen -Asset & Risk Register



Pilot study 2 - Wicken

B:C ratio: 6.3 (100 yrs); 9.0 (300 yrs)

Sensitivity:



Restoration costs – implications & what next?

 Restoration cost and feasibility estimates are 
needed for the UK – aggregate and site-specific

 Restoration cost estimation is do-able

 But data gaps, so build in stages – rough & ready and 
targeted at first, then fill gaps and increase 
accuracy 

 Roadmap produced for asset and risk register 

 Eurostat funding for work on MMH & peatland

 Work can begin on a database and guidelines

 How much progress is made will depend on funding 
support


